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Voting effort
takes aim
at SJSU
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OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 50, SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY 7

BUCKEYES BLOW OUT SPARTANS

Goal to recruit 75 students
for Election Day
By Therese Bratberg
Daily Staff Writer
The California Democratic Party’s Promote and
Protect the Vote campaign is recruiting San Jose State
University students to volunteer for the coming election.
"This program is designed to prevent what happened
in Florida in 2000 from happening here in California on
Election Day, Nov. 5," said Derek Owens, the program’s
attorney.
He said they are concentrating their poll-monitoring
program in low-income and minority neighborhoods,
which traditionally have been victims of uncounted
votes.
Owens said his goal was to recruit 75 SJSU students
and 350 other students from Santa Clara County to
serve in the East San Jose are-a.
Owens said they were also recruiting volunteers from
community colleges, law schools, churches arid neighborhood associations.
Joanna Sizemore, an SJSU volunteer recruited for the
campaign, said it will be her first time volunteering for
this program on Election Day.
"Owens called me and told me that a lot of minorities
are being underrepresented, and it reminded me of what
happened in Florida," she said.
Sizemore, who is president of the Black Student
Union, said it was important to be informed about the
campaign.
"Their organization is there to make sure minority
voices get heard and votes ant-not underrepresented,"
she said. "Since we are a minority, it is good to help
out."
In the Florida 2000 election, African Americans were
three to 20 times more likely to have their votes discarded, Owens said.
In the 2000 presidential election, 175,010 Florida ballots were not counted, according to the Califomia
Democratic Party.
"With power, politics and money, people start doing
things that aren’t right," said Sizemore. "If peorle let it,
(what happened in Flonda) will happen again.
Owens said they are also targeting East Palo Alto to
prevent Latinos from becoming victims of uncounted
votes.
He said the campaign requires volunteers to go
through a two-hour training session, where election
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Gift Faire
promotes
fair trade
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SJSU turnovers
help Buckeyes to
Homecoming win
By Chris Giovannetti
Daily Sports Editor
COLUMBUS, Ohio The San Jose State University
football team got beat at its own game on Saturday.
In front of the biggest crowd to ever see a Spartan football game, SJSU, the national leader in takeaways, fumbled
the ball four times in a 50-7 loss to Ohio State University
at Ohio Stadium.
The Buckeyes, ranked No. 4 in the nation in Sunday’s
polls, scored 21 points off of those turnovers en route to the
win in front of 104, 892 rabid and raucous Buckeyes supporters on Homecoming Day in Columbus.
"The way we beat people, we got beat today," Spartan
head coach Fitz HiU said. "You can’t (turn the ball over) to
a team like Ohio State. They’ll kill you."
For the first 27 minutes of the game, SJSU had reason to
believe they could upset a national championship con-

tender.
On its initial drives, SJSU had success moving the ball
against the Buckeyes defense.
That was before the hit.
With die Spartans trailing 17-7 and facing a first-andgoal situation on the Ohio State 10-yard line late in the
second quarter, Buckeye linebacker Cie Grant made his
presence felt.
Grant broke loose around the right end of the Buckeyes
defensive line and, untouched and uncheciced the entire
way, directly plowed Spartan quarterback Scott Rislov’s
chest, jarring the ball loose.
Buckeye defensive end Mike Kudla recovered the ball at
the Ohio State 17-yard line.
The hit revived a hushed crowd and behind the added
momentum the Buckeyes marched over the Spartans
defense for a Maurice Clarett touchdown and a 24-7 lead
entering halftime.
"There’s no doubt that thathit changed the complexity of
this game," Hill said.
Ohio State kicker Mike Nugent nailed a 29-yard field
goal to begin the third quarter 2nd the Buckeyes stripped
Two plays later, Clarett pounded 37 yards up the right
sideline, capitalizing the bruising sprint by diving past two
SJSU defenders into the end zone for a touchdown and a
34-7 lead.
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The Spartans implemented a five-receiver set prior to the
game and quarterback Rislov worked the perimeter passing
attack to perfection in the first half.
"We had to make it into a perimeter game. There is no
way we could bang heads with these guys," Hill said.
SJSU wide receiver Charles Pauley noted that the new
spread offense worked until Ohio State caught up to the
Spartans scheme and made defensive adjustments.
"We thought the new pacicages would work," Pauley said.
"We came in with an offensive-five package but soon they
picked it up and made changes. We just couldn’t respond."
With a slew of slant and out passes, the Spartans nibbled
for precious first-half yards, testing two-time all-American
safety Mike Doss, safety Will Allen and comerback Dustin
Fox.
The Spartans (4-3 overall, 2-0 Western Athletic
Conference) were severely out-sized another rrason
SJSU virtually eliminated the run. When they did elect to
put the ball on the ground, Buckeyes defenders immediately swarmed on the SJSU carrier.
SJSU netted zero rushing yards on the day.
The Spartans passed their way down the sidelines of the
field on the game’s opening driving but turned the ball over
on downs as running back Trestin George couldn’t convert

See FOOTBALL, page 4

Jewish/Palestinian alliance brings cause to SJSU
By Anne Ward
Daily Staff

By Karen Imamura
Daily Staff Writer
The line of customers who waited to purchase items at
the International Gift Faire snaked around several tables
displaying such hindicrafts as ceramic figures from Peru
and leather purses and jewelry from India, all made by
third-world artisans.
The International Gift Faire took place Friday and
Saturday at Lincoln Glen Fellowship Hall.
"We’ve sold very well," said Janice Sensenig, the Gift
Faire sales supervisor. "It was even busier this morning."
Sensenig volunteered at the fair in downtown San
Jose, but traveled from Ackron, Pa. to do so. She volunteen for Ten Thousand Villages, the organization that
arranges the gift fairs. Ten Thousand Villages, who’s
warehouse is located in Ackron, practices fair trade
laws.
"Fair trade is hard to explain," Sensenig said. ’les different things for different people. For Ten Thousand
Villages, fair trade allows the artisan to set a price that is
fair so that it covers costs and provides enough profit.
This allows their children to eat and go to school and
have health care when necessary. It helps with housing
as well."
Advertising junior Juay Watkins, who originally volunteered for class credit, said she plans on volunteering
again for Ten Thousand Villages.
"It beats going to a soup kitchen- this is interesting,"
Watkins said.
Diwa Mejia, a senior majoring in business, also volunteered for clan credit.
’I’m at the wooden animal table," Mena said. ’The
artisans make so much more money doing this."
To give an idea of the variety of handicrafts for sale
here, Sensenig said where some of the items originated

THE LANTERN

San Jose State University players Trestin George and Malco Thompson try to recover a fumble by Ohio State university receiver Drew Carter in the third quarter.
The nationally ranked Buckeyes defeated the Spartans 50-7 in Saturday’s game in Columbus, Ohio. Ohio Stadium drew a record 104,892 fans.
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Jewish activist left Halper explains the regions where demolition of Palestinian homes most
otten occur. Salim Shawamreh, holding the map, said his home was demolished four times.

Rebuilding Homes, an Israeli
group, hosted a meeting to solicit
money to help rebuild Palestinian
homes on Thursday in the Student
Union.
Centered on getting volunteers
for future fund-raisers, the event’s
speakers, Jeff Halper and Salim
Shawamreh, spoke about the bulldozing of Palestinian houses and
the efforts of the citizens to rebuild
those homes.
Israeli citizens, Halper and
Shawamreh are on a three-week
campaign to raise money.
Palestinian homes are systematically being demolished by Israeli
soldiers, Halper said, to create clusters of Palestinian settlements and
to have power over and to eventually drive away the Palestinians.
The event had raised voices from
a few members of the audience of
about 30 people.
Those voices belonged to one San
Jose State University student, Ellen
Kane, and three visiting Israeli snidents. They were disagreeing about
the event s focus on the Israeli
destruction of Palestinian homes.
The Israeli students just tinished
their terms in the army and are
members of a program called "Israel
at Heart," said Brett Shore, a senior
in business communications and

member of the Jewish Student
Union.
Shore said they were visiting the
United States for two %welts to
speak to other students and they
were not part of any of the groups
who organized the Rebuilding
Homes campaign.
"The Israeli forces use (house
demolitions) as a political tool for
maintaining the occupation,"
Halper said,"and not just maintaining the occupation, but making it
permanent. The house demolition
policy confines Palestinians to
small little islands throughout the
occupied territory, thus leaving
most of the land free for the Israeli
settlement expansion, control and
occupation.’
Halper said he believes that the
development of those islands creates rule and dependency on the
Israelis, virtually imprisoning the
Palestinians.
Two of the Israeli students,
Revital Leizarovits, 21, and Dor
Shapira, 25, both said they had
never participated in or wimessed a
house demolition when they were
members of the Israeli army.
"We came to tell our story. We are
not government representatives, so
we can only say our opinion and out
life stones, and I have found that
most people here (in America)

See HOMES, page 6
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Death never easy to deal with, but it haunts us all
Death as something I occasionally think about.
The thought of taking your last breath, seeing your IASI sight
or saying your last words is scary.
And the reaction of your loved ones learning of your passing
is something you don’t even want to think about.
But what comes after death?
Heaven? Flell? Purgatory? Nothing?
Will I know when I am going to die?
Will my life really flash before my eyes before I pass away?
All the above questions are a bit chilling to think about,
especially at age 22.
But with all the death caused by hatred in the world these
clays, I am stuck thinking about this all the time.
Within the last two weeks, a different type of death has
plagued my thoughts death by sniper.
During that time, people on the East Coast, particularly
those in Virginia and Maryland, have had to live in fear of a
nameless, faceless villain.
Can you imagine what it must be like to watch your every
move and live in feu of someone picking you off from a
rooftop or from behind a car just for the hell of it?
The latest shooting came Thursday as 53-year-old Dean
Harold Meyers was shot dead while pumping gas at a gas station.
The man was doing something routine and had no due he

was about to We, that he was about to !rave this world, his last breath sucked out of them as they lay wounded on thc
ground.
family and his friends behind.
Their Last words? No one knows.
Granted that all death is sudden and surprising, but these
Each one of them had futures and ideas of how they wantlcillings have been abnormal and cruel.
ed to live their final days. These people didn’t
It’s almost lilce the eight victims have
deserve to die.
become some sort of big garne animal arid
And what malces things worse is that people
this sniper is hunting.
are afraid to leave their homes.
This isn’t some type of human-hunting
Parents are reluctant to send their children to
season.
school and these young children are scared to
We aren’t cattle or deer that we hunt for
live their lives.
food or kill to be hung on walls to show
This is where it really hurts me.
off to friends.
When I was 11 years old, I really started to
We are humans.
think about death and ever since then, I can’t
We are at the top of the food chain and
seem to shake myself of this horrid thought.
we have lives to live. Death should come
I still remember what it was that made me
naturally, not from a bullet shot by a cowBEN AGUIRRE JR.
begin these thoughts. It was the scene in "My
ard who refines to reveal his identity.
Girl" when Macaulay Cullcin was killed after
With each squeeze of the trigger, this
sniper is taking a life. The very thing that many of us hold so being stung by bees.
For a’;veek after seeing that movie, I sat at my front door
precious has been taken away in mere seconds as this person
waiting for my mother to come home.
Plar god.
"Mom, I don’t want to die," I said with tears rolling down
Someone’s son, daughter, grandchild, mother, father or
friend is being killed with each blast from this high-powered my cheek
My mother told me everything would be OK and I acceptThe eight victims have had their life snatched away, their ed that, thinking that she’d protect me.

Letter I
Another theory explaining football woes
For the past couple of weeks people have been sending
their opinions about why our Division I-A Football status is in jeopardy. Apathy, and lack of funds were a few
reasons, very valid reasons I might add. But I’m going to
throw a curveball at you, something that most people
have never thought of I’m putting the blame on a future
NFL Hall of Famer who could have been the savior for
SJSU Football more than 20 years ago,
I’m tallcing about John Elway. When John Elway graduated from high school he narrowed down his choice of
colleges to 2 universities, Stanford and SJSU.
We all know that he ended up choosing Stanford but
just imagine, what if Elway chose SJSU? We could have
recruited the best talent out there if we had Elway on
the team. This would have started a dynasty of SJSU
alumni turned NFL superstars. Sure we have a handful

of former Spartans in the NFL but only one is a
bonafide superstar Jeff Garcia.
And why wouldn’t John Elway choose SJSU? After all,
his dad coached there for years and led them to moderate success. Dwelling on the past won’t help us with our
current troubles but somewhere out there another John
Elway is waiting in the wings.
By the way, Bill Walsh and Dick Vermeil, get off your
asses and help your school’s Football program before it is
no more.

Boll Medic
senior
business administration/management
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of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
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Guys: Girlfriends are good,
but remember your friends
It’s often said that the transition people make from child- tecting the whipped, I’ll simply refer to him as "Phil."
"Phil" and I have been friends since high school, but
hood into their teen years is a very tough and trying time of
adjustment. True as that may be, I say the transition from a became especially close during our college years.
I helped "Phil" break out of his shy, reserved shell and
teenager to full-fledged adult can be even harder.
I could go on for days about the loss of innocence, the loss unleash his wild side, but we both paced each other to stay
of stability provided by Mom and Dad, the myriad of new on the right track. When most of our friends had extended
responsibilities and so on, but there’s one problem that needs stints with drugs, we kept pretty clean.
Then he got lassoed by someone who would become his
to be specifically addressed the decline of friendships.
I’ve used this forum to stress the regard in which I hold my first serious girlfriend.
Things were cool at first. She was almost like one of the
friends before, so it should come as no surprise when I refer
to my close friends as my "bros," I’m not tossing the term out guys; she’d come out and party with us, and all the bros could
be themselves in front of her. I was happy for
like people throw out "dude" or "home"Phil."
boy," I consider them my brothers.
Sometimes they would fight or she would
That said, it’s a crying shame when I
bombard him with fits of hypocrisy, comhave to fight to maintain these friendships
plaining about him going out alone with his
against some girl who thinlcs she can
friends, even though it was a perfectly OK
weasel her way into a bro’s life and create a
practice for her.
chasm between him and his friends so
I would listen to "Phil’s" problems, and try
large that all of a sudden, he’s practically a
to help him sort them out. I was there for my
stranger.
bro.
In other words, I can’t handle dudes who
In the last six months, however, he’s fallen
are hopelessly whipped.
off the map.
I’ve recently lost a very close friend of
I tallced to some other friends who had the
ahnost 10 years to a whip-snapping sorcerDRAY MILLER
same problem. Unanswered phone calls and eess who appears to have warped kit mind
mails, as well as canceled phun were typical
enough to make him forget about all the
was he really behind
"Phil" antics. "[lien
good times we’ve shared.
Granted, I might have pissed him off when I left a mesThis was a friend who brought me close to his family. His
mother, who had to pull another friend aside to ask "just sage, while a bit intoxicated, on his girlfriend’s answering
What has this girl done to my son to change him so much?" machine asking her loosen the leash and let "Phil" come out
and play, but we’ve always been able to joke like that with
used to refer to me as her "third son."
each other. At least we were before.
We had been through everything together.
Sure, I probably sound like a bitter friend, perhaps even
Then he went away to college. All was well at first; he was
jealous at the fact that women are hogging my bros while I
just in another state. Then he met her.
According to his then-roommate, also a tight high school remain the eternally single guy.
The truth is, I’m glad for all you guys in happy relationfriend, they dated for two weeks at the end of the semester,
and then she moved back to Chicago to finish school there. ships. But you can’t forget about us.
We’re thc guys who told you your girlfriend liked you in
From then on, he devoted all his time to her. He bought a
cell phone, locked himself in his room, and neglected every- the first place.
We’re the guys who tallced big about you so she’d stay
one who wasn’t his girlfriend. He went from life of the party
to someone who wouldn’t even call to let you know when he intrigued and interested.
And we’re the guys who are supposed to throw your badiwas back in town.
Now he lives in Chicago, and aside from a few token elor party, and cover up for you when you assure her it was
instant messages once in a great while, he’s cut himself off an innocent affair.
So Phil er, I mean, "Phil," if you’re reacting, it ain’t
from his bros.
The guy who once declared he would never get married too late. Start coming back around, and we’ll gladly have you
any earlier than 30 is now tied by the most unbrealcable of back after a sufficient amount of harassment.
After all, what are friends for?
leashes.
I never thought I would write-off such a close friend, but
unfortwiately, I’ve been forced to. There are others, and
Dray Miller is the
Spartan Dai6, Managing F,ditor
hopefully they won’t meet the same fate.
One in particular is a fellow Spartan, so for the sake of pro’The Fine Print’ appears Mondays.
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But 1 later learned that death isn’t an option, rather it is a
part of the life cycle and there is often no warning before we
leave this world.
This is exacdy what has been happening in Vuginia and
Maryland.
These people were trying to live life.
Did they think about death?
I’m nue it had crossed their minds a few times, but were
they prepared to be hit by a bullet?
No.
But with this rampage, people are beginning to thinlc about
their own lives.
As I said earlier, they have already altered their lives.
But living in fear of what might happen is no way to live.
Death should not be something that consumes every minute
of the day, because it isn’t anything we can control.
We need to live our lives the way we deem fit.
We need to continue doing the things that make us happy,
the things that make our lives fulfilling.
Death will come when it does. Do not be afraid; just live
your life to the fullest.
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OPINION PANE Pain, Readers are encouraged to express themselvet on the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or a point
ivies., that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A viewpoint ia the lame as a letter to the edit:lamer( a us a
400 wad
revntne to an iasue
Dady
may

nr ritual-view that has appeared In the Spartan
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily and
be
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to the Editor
at the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bente! liall, Room 209, box by
fax
to (40S) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILY.jmc.sjsu.edu orsent
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GIFT FAIRE ,I

Artisans

make decent living on crafts

RYAN BALBUE NA DAILY STAFF
From left, Jessica, Rachel and Julianne Garcia of San Jose look at a spherical toy
at the 14th Annual International Gift Faire at the Lincoln Glen Church Fellowship
Hall on Friday. The fair showcased various gifts from around the world.

continuedfi-om page 1
from.
"This chess set made from black and
white onyx is from Pakistan,"
Sensenig said as she pointed to a velvet lined case filled with shiny, hand
carved playing pieces. "These wood
frames are hand carved in India from
Shesham wood. It’s inlaid with brass
and metal."
Moving onto a table filled with children’s toys, Sensenig picked up a colorful
,
’This toy here is called a ’galimoto,’" Sensenig said, holding a metal
rod with a figure made from fabric
attached to one end. The figure was
riding a bicycle and the legs moved
when the bicycle rolled on the
ground. "The boys and men who
make this toy would have been

VOTING I

homeless without this work."
Musical instruments were also on
sale. Drums of all shapes and sizes
were being sold.
A beating drum filled the room with
a rhythm that seven-year-old Wilson
couldn’t resist.
"I really like the drums," Wilson
said, with a smile. "I like all the
sounds, they’re really pretty."
Volunteers and shoppers alike
picked out items they couldn’t go
without. "I bought a mask and whistle
from Guaternalit,Irntrairing not to.
buy the basket from Bangladesh,"
Watkins said.
Patricia Breivik, dean of Clark
Library, was looking at Christmas
omaments.
"This is my first time here," Breivik
said. "It’s wonderful. I like the music;
it’s happy and festive."

continuedfi-om page 1

Terrified
BALI, Indonesia (AP)
tourists tried Sunday to flee this island
paradise that turned into an inferno, with
the death toll from a pair of bombings
climbing to 187 and fears growing that
al-Qaida has taken its terror campaign to
the world’s largest Muslim country.
Many of those killed by the two
bornbs that tore through a nightclub
district on Bali island Saturday were
Australians as well as other foreigners
from Canada, Britain, Germany and
Sweden. Two Americans were killed,
while three were among the more than
300 people injured.
No one claimed responsibility for
the bombings the worst terrorist
attack in Indonesia’s history but
suspicion turned to al-Qaida and an
affiliated group, Jemaah Islamiyah,
which wants to establish a pan-Islamic
state across Malaysia, Indonesia and
the southern Philippines. It is accused
of plotting to blow up the U.S. and
other embassies in Singapore.
In Washington, President Bush condemned the attack as "a cowardly act
designed to create terror and chaos"
and offered U.S. help in finding the
pepoetrators.
The world must confront this global menace, terrorism," he said.
The attacks were on the second
anniversary of the al-Qaida-linked
attack against USS Cole off Yemen
that left 17 sailors dead and took place
amid signs of increasing terrorist
activity that had led to the closure of
U.S. embassies and renewed terror
alerts for Americans.
The destruction started when a small
homemade bomb exploded outside
Paddy’s Discotheque in the maze of
clubs and bars on Kuta Beach, a popular haunt with young travelers. Shortly
afterward, a huge blast from a bomb in
a Toyota ICijang, a jeep-like vehicle, 30
yards down the street devastated the
crowded Sari Club, a surfers’ hangout.
A third, smaller bomb exploded outside the U.S. consular office. No one
was injured in that blast.
The second blast ripped into the
open-air bar, triggering a massive
burst of flames that officials said was
caused by the explosion of gas cylinders used for cooking. The explosion
collapsed the roof of the flimsy structure, trapping revelers in flaming
weeding. -The explookina aind fire
damaged about 20 buildings and devastated much of the block.
Identification of the dead was slow,
since some were burned beyond recognition.
American Amos Libby, 25, felt
himself lifted off his feet as he walked
by the Sari Club as the bomb deto-

’

The campaign, funded by the
California Democratic Party, is nonpartisan, Owens said.
"It is nonpartisan because the cause
of the program is to make sure every
vote is counted on Election Day," he
said.
He said they experienced particular
success at the University of
California, Los Angeles and the
Univenity of Southern California.
"The professors have been working
with the directors really well, and we
are seeking more (volunteers) there,"
he said.
He said their goal was to have a
team member assisting voters at
3,000 polling places in the counties of
Alameda, Contra Costa, Los
Angeles, San Bernardino, Santa
Clara, San Francisco, San Mateo and
San Diego.
He also said the reason they are
starting the campaign in 2002 rather
than in 2004 is to get geared up and
put the program back before the presidential election.
"The California Democratic Party’s
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scaling back staff, though no decision
had been taken. Americans were
warned on the Embassy Web site to
consider leaving the country.
Bush said the United States has
offered Indonesia assistance "to help
bring these murderers to justice," and a
senior White House official said U.S.
investigators already were at the scene.
In Denpasar, Bali’s main city, the airport was thronged by stunned, mostly
young travelers cutting short their vacations and desperate to go home after the
most terrifying night of their lives.
Crowds camped out near a
McDonald’s, working their mobile
phones to make hard-to-get airline
bookings. Many spent the night on
the beach, terrified after the blasts to
go near built-up areas.
The Australian air force set up a
massive evacuation operation to bring
home survivors for medical treatment.
The first flight arrived Sunday in the
northern city of Darwin, carrying 15
people identified as America,
Australian and Canadian.
Australians were shocked by the attadcs.
Bali is a popular tourist destination, and
20,000 Australians were estimated to be
on the island. Seven oldie 24 dead identified by Sunday evening were Australian.
Australian Prime Minister John
Howard vowed to urgently review
national security but said that staunch
support for the United States in the
war on terror would not be affected.
"This is a huge national tragedy for
’

Australia and for Australians," he said.
to tarHoward said die attack vpn,
get Australkui and other Western travelers.
Foreign Ivlinister Alocander Downer
said Australian officials didn’t know who
was behind the bombings,"but the organization we’ve been very concerned about
in Indonesia ... is called Jernaah Islamiyah,
and it has certainly been responsible for
terrorist attacks over the years.’
Several countries have pressed Indonesia
to arrest Jemaah Islarniyah’s alleged leader,
Abu Bakar Bashir. But Indonesia says it
has no evidence. Bashir has sympathizers
in Megawaris government
Paul Wilkinson, chairman of the
Center for the Study of Terrorism and
Political Violence at the University of
St. Andrews in Scotland, said he
believed the attacks were probably the
work of "a cell of an organization
closely affiliated to al-Qaida."
He mentioned Jemaah Islamiyah as
such a group. "What it underlines is that
the network of al-Qiida is still capable
of extremely deadly and devastating
attacks and has a global reach," he said.
In September, the U.S. Embassy in
Jakarta closed for SIX days due to threats
linked to al-Qaida. Other regional U.S.
embassies also closed. The Philippines
disclosed that Washington feared
attacks using truck bombs.
Last month, a grenade exploded in a car
near a house belonging to the U.S.
Embassy in Jakarta, killin,g the man suspected of handling it. The Indonesia government blamed it on a feud between
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Leadership Today

Promote and Protect the Vote is the
largest program to safeguard voters’
rights in the nation," he said.
Owens explained it was the second
program of its kind, but promoted as
the first one because of its size.
In the Virginia 2001 election, the
Democratic Campaign only had
lawyers to protect the voters’ rights,
while the Promote and Protect the
Vote campaign is staffed by student
volunteers as well as lavryers, Owens
said.
"It has a legal theme to it because
we’re trying to boost along election
law," he said. "There are a lot of attorneys that are involved from this area
too, so the backbone of it is a legal
issue."
Esteban Monge, a senior kinesiology major, said it is important to get
young people involved.
"A lot of us are forced to learn about
(the law) in school so why not go out
there and see how ifs done yourself,"
he said. "I think there’s definitely a
chance of uncounted ballots happening again."
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"All the buildings in the vidriityjust collapsed, cars overturned and dthris from
the buildings fell on them," he said, without giving his hometown. "I have never
seen anything so horrible. There were so
niany people, 18 to 20 year olds, people in
pieces all over the street."
New Zeilander L,onny IVIcDowell, 25,
was at Paddy’s when the blast blew chairs
and conatte through the bar. He said he
saw a man with no legs and another with
a cable stuck through his stomach.
"Who knows if this couldn’t happen
again? I really don’t want to go back to
Kuta," he said looking for his airline
ticket home.
Indonesian National Police Chief
Gen. Dal Bachtiar called the it "the
worst act of terror in Indonesia’s history."
President Megawati Sukarnoputri
flew to Bali and wept as she toured the
wreckage. Asked about a possible link
to al-Qaida, she said: "That will be
continuously investigated to that this
can be uncovered as soon as possible."
She promised to cooperate with other
nations to fight terror.
U.S. Ambassador Ralph Boyce told
The Associated Press that it was not
possible yet to pin the Bali attack on alQaida, but noted that increasing evidence in recent weeks has confirmed alQaida’s presence in Indonesia and
reariiing out to local extremists.
’In recent weeks, we have been able to
put an end to a year of
tion as to
whether al-Qaida might in Indonesia,
or relocating to Indonesia, or using
Indonesia as a base of operations, after
the fall of Afghanistan," 1.-e said.
The United States and Indonesia’s
neighbors have urged Jakarta for
months to pass an anti-terrorism law
that has been languishing in the
Parliament contending there is a strong
al-Qaida ptesence here. Without the
law, Indonesia says, security forces cannot arrest suspects without clear evidence they have committed a crime.
While its neighbors have arrested
scores of militants from Jemaah
Islamiyah, Jakarta has done little and
denied that it is a haven for terrorists.
"This horrible incident has only made
it that much more urgent that they find
some way to deal with this problem,"
Boyce said. "They (Indonesians) are in
the middle of doing that."
The U.S. Embassy ons cchisidering

Campaign seeks to prevent
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Deadly bombings lead to fears that
al-Qaida has taken root in Indonesia

mistakes made in Florida in 2000
attorneys will explain how to address
possible problems at the polling station.
"If people come out of the polling
facility saying they don’t understand
the ballots and that they are confusing
they will know who to call," Owens
said. "They will know who to call if
someone comes up and says these
people won’t let me vote, which happens a lot."
He said poll workers often do not
know the law, and therefore might tell
someone they cannot vote if they lack
identification or if someone in their
family is not a citizen.
"That is the kind of confusion that
prevents people from casting a vote,"
he said
To vote you need to be a resident of
the state in which you live, and registered by Oct. 21, Owens said.
"There are definite problems across
the nation in a lot of polling places,
and now that California is switching
to electronic machines, confusion can
increase even more," Owens said.
He said Florida spent $1.25 million
in the last year-and -a-half in an
attempt to repair its voting procedure
problems from 2000.
Joseph Tighe, a senior majoring in
computer engineering, said he
thought it was 2 good idea to gather
volunteers to prevent another Florida
mistake.
it wouldn’t
"I don’t see why not
hurt. The voting ballots can be really
confusing like they were before," he
said. "With this new technology, I
think it could get messed up."
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Ohio State University 50, San Jose State University 7

FOOTBALL I Rislov set two school passing records
continuedfrom page 1
a fourth-and-one situation on the
Buckeyes 46-yard line on a pitch
from ’Rislov.
Ohio State (7-0 overall, 2-0 Big
Ten Conference) capitalized on the
opportunity and took a 7-0 lead two
minutes later as Clarett bulldozed
his 6-foot, 230-pound frame into the
end zone on a one-yard run.
"He’s the most athletic back we’ve
faced all season," Spartans defensive
end Chip Kimmich said of Clarett.
"He was effective regardless of his
numbers. He did what he had to do
for his team to win. As far as the run
goes, that’s what Ohio State in
lmown for."
SJSU responded with a lengthy
drive of its own, but kicker Nick
Gilliam missed a 36-yard field goal
wide left to miss putting the
Spartans on the scoreboard.
Ohio State once again marched
down the field, this time settling for
a 36-yard field goal by kicker Mike
Nugent after a delay of game penalty
forced the Buckeyes into a fourthdown-and-eight situation from the
Spartans 18-yard line.
Dovm 10-0, the Spartans answered
the call. On the first play of the
ensuing drive, Rislov tossed a slant
pass to tailback Lamar Ferguson,

who took the pass to the Ohio State
45 -yard line.
Four plays later, Rislov faked a toss
to the left-hand side and pitched a
pass to Pauley coming off of the
right side.
With the play going the opposite
way, Pauley strolled into the right
side of the end zone unscathed.
Pauley completed the touchdown
run by saluting the SJSU faithful
that had made the trip to Columbus
and were sitting in section 14AA
directly in front of where Pauley had
scored.
Not deterred in their own house,
Buckeyes quarterback Craig Krenzel
tossed a 37-yard touchdown pass to
wide receiver Chris Vance, who
hauled in the ball with his fingertips
while sprinting into the end zone.
Then Grant showed up.
"We were running five wide, they
came off of the edge, we called an
inside fade and like coach said, I just
held onto the ball too long," Rislov
said. "If we could have scored seven
(points) at that point it would have
been a great position to be in for us."
From that point on, Ohio State
controlled the game.
Krenzel hit split end Michael
Jenkins on a 40-yard touchdown pass
in the third quarter.
Running back Lydell Ross rushed

for a touchdown from two yards out
and Nugent nailed a 28-yard field
goal to cap the scoring in the fourth
quarter.
Despite the way the Spartans were
moving the ball in the first half,
Buckeyes head coach Jim Tressel was
pleased with his defense’s performance.
"(Our defense) was huge for us. I
thought that in the first half, even
when San Jose State was moving the
chains a little bit, we were smacking
them good and hard," Tressel said. "I
have a lot of respect for San Jose
State’s scheme. They did a god job
getting ready for us and gave us a lot
of situations where there was a sharp
gun and they threw the ball very, very
quicldy."
Rislov was 36-for-44 passing for
265 yards. He set the SJSU school
record for pass completions and
passing percentage (81.8).
Ken Lutz, who set the marks in a
41-27 loss at Oregon State
University on Sept. 10, 1988, previously held both records.
Hill was asked earlier in the week if
Ohio State were to run the score up,
would he take his starters out of the
game and protect them for the
upcoming conference schedule.
Hill answered that it would be a
game-time decision.

On Saturday, Hill began yanking
the Spartan regular as early as the
third quarter.
"They started pulling guys in the
third quarter and while I don’t like to
see it, I can understand," Kimmich
said. "You have to look down the
road. We need to think about winning a WAC title now."
Wide receiver Kendrick Starling
sustained a strained neck, the only
major setback for bruised Spartan
team.
"They know they blew it today but
their state of mind will be fine, Hill
said. "We’re happy to compete at this
level. It was a great environment for
our guys to play."
Both teams now move into a critical part of their schedules. SJSU
travels to the University of Nevada
then is home to Louisiana Tech
University two teams at the top of
the WAC.
Conversely, Ohio State has consecutive dates at the University of
Wisconsin and against No. 22 Penn
State.
"We’re down about this one. We
know we shot ourselves in the foot,"
Rislov said. "The parts of the game
don’t stick vvith you but the bad parts
leave a bad taste in your mouth. But
there’s guys in the locker room talking about Nevada."

SJSU, SMU fight
to 2-2 draw
In a game that went into double overtime, San Jose State University’s
women’s soccer team proved to be an
even match for the Southern
Methodist University Mustangs, the
second-highest scoring school in the
division, when the teams tied 2-2 on
Sunday.
"To tie is a huge point," said head
coach Tamie Grimes. "After losing 4-0
last Friday, we’ll need that point."
SMU’s (7-4-3, 2-0-1 Western
Athletic Conference) first goal was
scored by midfielder Jill Heinemann
and assisted by midfielder Misty
Noland in the 31st minute of the
game.
In the 49th minute, SJSU (2-8-4, 20-1 WAC) tied the score when forward
Emily New, assisted by Marie
McCann, drove the ball past SMU’s
goallceeper Erin McLeod.
Fans cheered and music blared
through the loudspeaker when SJSU
appeared to have secured a victory
when McCann assisted in the 88th
minute on a Christina Morrison goal.
SJSUS 2-1 lead would last only a
minute.
SMU’s top-scoring midfielder Kim
Harvey, assisted by Amanda Jordan,
scored with one in the 89th minute.
Players used the entire field and both
teams came close to scoring. SMU’s
Lauren Mussallem almost got past
SJSU’s goallceeper Erin Lavey, after she
left her post at the net in an attempt to

grab the ball. Mussallem got to the ball
first and kicked it, sending it into the
frame of the net, narrowly missing a
score.
SMU’s women’s soccer coach George
Van Linder said he was impressed with
SJSU’s Sunday performance and the
Spartans’ effective low- pressure
approach.
"San Jose State played with a lot of
heart, a lot of desire, Van Linder said.
"Today was a determined day for them.
We had a lot of chances and they
stopped them all."
Some SJSU players said they were
pleased with their performances and
felt that a tie with SMU was an accomplishment.
"We were successful in getting a tie,"
said defender Jessica Hernandez.
"We’re just getting our stride. There
will be more to come."
McCann said SMU’s attempts were
thwarted by SJSU’s attentive defense
and her team slowed down toward the
end of the game.
"We’re a really strong tearn, but we
need to stay focused and solid,"
McCann said.
SJSU’s low-pressure playing method
of backing off the ball proved to be
detrimental in last week’s loss to Utah,
but Grimes said players worked well
together today.
"The players were awesome," Grimes
said. " Every single one played their
heart out. Today, we were lucicy."
The Spartans return to action
Tuesday against Santa Clara University
at 7:10 p.m. at Buck Shaw Stadium.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Barry
Bonds strolled to the plate and St.
Louis manager Tony La Russa never
hesitated, putting four fingers in the
air for an intentional walk.
It seemed like a good idea
until
Benito Santiago connected.
Santiago followed the walk with a
tiebreaking two-run homer with two
outs in the eighth inning, leading the
San Francisco Giants to a 4-3 victory
over the St. Louis Cardinals on
Sunday night in Game 4 of the NL

championship series.
Bonds, who scored the tying and
go-ahead runs, is now one win away
from his first trip to the World Series
Robb Nen nearly blew it in the
ninth, throwing a third-strike wild
pitch to the leadoff hitter and allowing a one-out RBI single by Jim
Edmonds.
But with runners on first and third,
Nen recovered to strike out Albert
Pujols and J.D. Drew for his third
save in the series.

By Justine DaCosta
Daily Staff Writer

Clockwork
Spartans Giants one win away

ABOVE, members of the women’s
basketball team stretched before
kicking off their first practice of
the season at 12:01 a.m. on
Saturday in Uchida Hall. One hundred and fifty people turned out to
support the team during the annual "Midnight Madness" event. The
team starts its season at home on
Nov. 17.

Authentic Mexican Food
Come On In &

LEFT, Chris Griffin, tenter, announces
Johnathan Chisolm, 13, right, the winner of a dance competition over
Kaleena Zanders during "Midnight
Madness" festivities at Uchida Hall.

Photos By
David Bitton / Daily Staff
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Raiders lose first game
ST. LOUIS (AP) The St. Louis
Rams got their first victory of the season thanks to Marc Bulger, their best
quarterback find since Kurt Warner
left the grocery store.
Playing for the first time since coming to the NFL two years ago as an
obscure sixth-round draft pick, Bulger
threw three touchdown passes and ran
for a fourth as the once-woeful Rams
handed the Oaldand Raiders their
first loss Sunday, 28-13.
Marshall Faulk, who was slowed by
back spasms against the 49ers last

week, showed his familiar form by
running for a season -high 158 yards.
His darting 32-yard run, which followed Damione Lewis’ interception
of Rich Gannon’s pass, put the ball at
the Oakland 1 with 11:20 left.
Bulger, who started in place of
injured second-stringer Jamie Martin,
scored on the next play to give the
defending NFC champions (1-5) a
28-6 lead. The touchdown triggered
thunderous cheers from a crowd that
hadn’t seen its team win a home game
since last Jan. 6.
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SJSU defeated Rice 23-30, 30-27, 25-30, 30-17 and 15-10

Spartans even record at 9-9 with win
By Daniel Lopez
Daily Stie Write7

RYAN BALBUENA DAILY STAFF
Rice University outside hitter Rebeca Pazo attempts to make a block
against Spartan middle blocker Stephanie Pascucci during the first
game of the match. Pascucci had 22 kills on 35 attempts and no errors
during the match. SISU won the match in five games.

The S Jose State University volleyball team defeated Ftice University in a five-game match Saturday at
the Event Center.
After losing the first game 30-23, the Spartans were
able to come back and win 23-30, 30-27, 25-30, 30-17
and 15-10.
It waS the 13th Mile in this season’s 18 matches that
the Spartans lost the first game of a match.
The slow starts have been a problem for the Sparuns,
said head coach Craig Choate, who said he had a feding the team would do it again Saturday
"We wamied up poorly. (Friday) night we went 3826 and that was very emotional for us," Choate said
to Game 4 of Friday’s match against Southern
Meth t University.
Choate said it is difficult for a team to duplicate the
emotion of a previous night to open a match.
Game 1 began to slip away from the Spartans early
In the opening moments of the game, Rice tied the
game at 3-3 and took control from then on, leading by
as much as eight en route to the team’s 30-23 victory in
the first game.
The second game was a different story with both
teams coming out hot.
The game went back and forth with no team leading
by more than four points. Though SJSU was out-hit
.326-.289, the Spartans won Game 2, 30-27 on a ba
that Spartan middle blocker Stephanie Pascucci hammered for a kill.
Both teams had 19 kills in Game 2.
In Game 3, both teams retumed to the floor and continued much of what they did in Game 2.
No team took a cormnariding lead as the game
remained close until 27-24 when the Spartans were

only able to muster one more point as Rice shut down
SJSU 30-25 in Garne 3.
SPU was out hit in the game .413-.174, while the
Owls also had 21 kills to SISIrs 15.
Down 2-1, the Spartan.s came out in the fourth game
strong, leading the game by as many as 10 points before
routing the Owls’ 30-17.
Pascucii had five kills and fellow Spartan outside hitter Fran Pozzi had seven of her own. The Spartans out
hit the Rice .412-.081 in the game.
In the fifth game the Spartans took an 8-4 lead on a
kill by outside hitter Kimberly Noble and switched sides
of the court. Leading 12-8, SJSU took a timeout before
winning the game 15-10 and taking the match.
Even with the reigning Westem Athletic C,onference
player of the week, Rebeca Pazo who led both teams
with 24 kills, Rice WaS unable to defeat SJSU.
Choate said Rice’s 17 serving errors cost them the
match, but said SJSU still earned the victory.
Choate said the Spartans showed their mental toughness on the court Saturday.
"It was just like what we have ocperienced the previous four years. We get behind and we just don’t care,"
he said.
Despite the slow start, Noble said the team pulled
topther mentally.
After every play, whether we won or lost the point,
we came together in the middle," she said.
Pozzi, who ended the night with 19 kills and 18 digs,
said, "Evetyday v.e are coming together as a tearn. We
will be better every night."
Pascucci, who lead the Spartans with 22 kills and who
Choate said has turned in to a machine, hit .629 for the
match.
"VVe fired it up and never let down," Pascucci said.
With the win over Rice, the Spartans reached the
.500 mark at 9-9 and are now 3-1 in the WAC. The

RYAN BALBUENA DAILY STAFF
The Spartan volleyball team celebrates its win
in the fourth game against Rice University.

Spartans also defeated SMU on Friday 30-18, 19-30,
30-21 and 38-26.
Both Noble and Pascuo:i had hitting percentages
higher than .500 in the SMU match.
’It all goes up from here," Pascucci said.
The Spartans are scheduled to return to the floor at 7
p.m. on Thursday against Louisiana Tech in Ruston,
La.

Kennedy’s three homeruns lift Angels into World Series
ANAHEIM (AP)
As players
jumped around the infield and thousands of screaming fans pounded
their plastic sticks together in a victorious drumbeat, the reality was
sinking in.
With the help of Adam Kennedy’s
newfound power, Anaheim finally
made it to the World Series, where
no Angels’ team had gone before.

And then thoughts turned to the
late Gene Autry, Hollywood’s
singing cowboy and the team’s
founding owner, who wasn’t there to
see it.
"I know Mr. Autry’s smiling up
there, and I’m so happy that Jackie s
here to enjoy it with us, ’ Tim
Salmon said. "To be with this organization as long as I have, and to feel

the emptiness of the t’ans all these
years, and the pain and frustration,
it’s like we’re paving a new road
here."
In the movies, Autry’s horse was
named Champion. Now his team is, too.
After 41 seasons of frustration, and
four years after Autry’s death, the
Awls finally got that final out.
Halo-lujah! They did it.

Kennedy, a No. 9 hitter with little
previous proclivity for power, had
three home runs, four hits and five
RBIs, the most heavenly game of his
baseball career.
Just minutes after the Angels had
squandered viother postseason lead,
bringing back all those painful playoff memories, Kennedy broke out the
biggest Thunder Stick of all a 34-

408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
classified@jmc.sjsu.edu
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makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
COCKTAILERS / SERVERS
South First Billiards
Apply in Person
420 S First St San Jose
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
Part-time work available with
flexible hours (5-30 hours week
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 17 25 BASE - appt
Earn $85 - $500 per week
Gain valuable experience in
customer service & sales
No experience necessary
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
10am 4pm
Call 615-1500
"vnaiwworkforstudents cornsisu’
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/clay potential Local rsibons
1-800-293-3985 ext 55
VALET PARKERS - Part-time.
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and
have a valid CDL Immediate
opening & flexible schedules
available Earn $7-S8/hr. tips.
Please call 408-364-0240
Golden Gate Valet.
ATTN: WORK FROM HOME
P/T-F/T $500-$6.000 per mo
1-866-789-9334
www wealthyandhealthy com
GET PAID For Your Opinions
Earn $15-$125 per survey,
vnivw.dollars4opinions com
KT, UP TO $20/HR. preparing
mailings No selling Flexible
hours. Call 626-821-4035
$1,000’S WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses PT. PrT. Make
$600+ weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies For details. send
1 stamp to N-28. PMB 552.
12021 Wilshire BI
Los Angeles. CA 90025
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars Free infor
mation Call 203-683-0258

advertisements In
Mine columns mey refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
Information
additions,
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition. readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
ar coupons for discount
Certain

BAH 1 ENUERS NEEDED
ACTiVITY AIDE. P I
work with children ages 13-22 immediately’ Earn Up tO $390
per day. No expbrience
wdevelopmental disabilities in
San Jose, Monday - Friday, PT. necessary. Training provided.
$9.78/hr. Call Ron Halog Call 1-866-291-18U ext. U203.
408-295-0228. Resume: 730
Empey Way. San Jose 95128 or LIBRARIAN WANTED. Prefer
MLS. Supervisory/bibliographic
fax: 408-275-9858.
searching (OCLC.DIALOG)
ADMIN ASST/SALES Hi -tech required. Kessler-Hancock Info.
co seeks FT/PT hard worker for 207 F St. Suite. B., Davis, CA
office & sales/telemarketing 95616. Fax, 530-756-6943.
assisting. Must have good brian hancock@khinfo.com.
oral/verbal skills Good pay
oppty to advance. Fax Resume UNITY CARE. a community-based.
408-232-7701. or email to. non-profit youth development
agency. is currently hiring for
info@NYDEN.com
the following positions
NEED SS? The com era has FACILITATOR / PT - YAL- This
gone Real estate mkt is boom- program targets youth placed in
ing Part-time position avail group & foster homes by the
Ride the next wave to fin indep Juvenile Justice and Family &
Children’s Services Depts as
$12 15 start Call 408-487-7646
well as at -risk youth in School
PSYCHOLOGY OR SOCIAL base settings Facilitators provide
WORK MAJORS:
support to the class instructors
HOPE Services. a non-profit and supervision to clients in all
agency which offers a variety of aspects of the program. - Must
quality services for adults with have valid CA drivers license.
developmental disabilities. is position is in Palo Alto. BA in
seeking motivated, enthusiastic Social Sciences required (or 5
people to work in our Supported yrs exp with at -risk youth), MA
Living department. You will be prel Internship opportunities
providing the support a person available. 3-8 hrs week $15.00with a disability needs to realize $25.00/hr. DOEE
FT his or her dream of independ- COUNSELORS / PT
ence. We have the following Residential Counselors provide
opportunities.
adult guidance and consistent
COMPANION: Assist clients standards of discipline for
with daily living skills, such as dependent. delinquent Or gang grocery shopping. P/T, $10/hour affiliated youth in need of emoMust have own transportation tional support. Shifts are 7amLIVE-IN CAREGIVER: You 3pm & 3pm-11pm weekdays &
will receive free rent in weekends - Must be 21 or oider
exchange for being available 5 with vahd CA drivers license. 60
overnights and providing 10 units Or 2 yrs exp req. No felonies
hoursiweek training with client St3 50-$12 00/hr DOEE
Experience is preferred.
If you feel you are a positive role
Contact: Tony al 408-282-0485 model please apply by e -mailing
or tbandermann@hopeservices your resume to hr@unitycare.com
for more information All maiors or faxil 408-971-9820 Please
are welcome To learn more include ours’days available
about HOPE. visit our website
at www hopeservices org

WAREHOUSIMPOSTMON
Available Monday - Friday
ParVFull Timer:tam to 7pm
Detail oriented order puller
$8.00 per hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff.
Apply in person
Monday -Friday 8am to 5pm.
1404 S. 7th St. San Jose
Corner of 7th & Alma.

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
Registrar of Voters Poll workers
needed for the Nov 5th election
Compensation is $85-$115.day
Contact William Tran at
408-299-2694x2060 or email
William.Tranffbrov.co.scl.ca us

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business
Perfect for students,
Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876.

RENTAL HOUSING

2 BORM / 1 BA condo for rent
in Blossom Hill area Covered
garage laundry area and pool
$1550 month includes partial
utilities Near Light Rail, Hwy 85,
shopping. restaurants fvtove
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL bonus Call 408-691-0853
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. NEWLY REMODELED - MOVE
Must be reliable. honest. able to IN BONUS. X Large 2 tdmi 2 bath
do physical work. Prefer exp apt 2 blocks from SJSU Parlurg
working w dogs. but will train avail, water/trash paid.wash, dry
Great oppty for dog lover Can on site Cats OK Well manawd
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or student bidg Also. 3 bdrm/2 ba
Call 371-9115
$1.150 and up 408-378-1409

HELP GIRLS GROW STRONG
while you grow your skill portfolio.
After-school positions available for
talented and energetic individuals.
Visit our web site at.
WWW gliSCOUtSOISCC.0t9 to find out
about current mtusnaies EOE TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS
P/T instructors elem schools
Girl
Degree/Cred. NOT Required
Where Girls Grow Strong
l,ty for teaching exp. Need car
LIFEGUARDS, Instructional Life VM 408-287-4170 x 408 ECEAAL
Guards & Aquatic Specialists, in
San Jose Monday -Friday, PT
OPPORTUNMES
Call Jacob 295-0228. Resume
730 Empey Way. San Jose FRATERNMES SORORMES
95128 or fax. 408-275-9858.
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1.00042.000 this
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
semaster. with a proven
Local valet company in search CampusFundraiser three hour
of enthusiastic and energetic fundraising event. Our programs
individuals to work at nearby make fundraising easy with no
malls. hotels & private events
risks. Fundraising dates are
FT/PT available We will work filling quickly. so get with the
around your busy school
program! It works Contact
schedule Must have clean
Campusfundraiser at
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
(888) 923-3238 or visit
money Call 408-867-7275
wvntr campusfundraiser corn

WORD PROCESSING

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Have your theses term papers.
group projects. etc professionally typed. APA a specialty
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Experienced & dependable
Student Friendly Will Train
Almaden/Branham area Call
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus Linda for an appointment at
408-247-1827
(408) 264-4504

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

2 BED /1 BATH llth x San Carlos
Nice Clean Parking Laundry
$1250’mo 995-5525 316-6996

ANNOUNCEMENTS
GET FREE HAIRCUT AT TOP
SJ SALON. Call 408-984-8288
WWW salon -salon com

HEALTH & BEAUTY
PREGNANT? Need help? Call
BIRTHRIGHT. 408-241-8444 or
800-550-4900 Free Confidential
SERVICES
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
(includes cosmetic) S69.00 per
year Save 304 604. For info
call 1-800-655-3225 or
swrw.studentdentalcom or
www.goldenwestdental.com
Need PHONE JACK Activated?
Need a Phone Jack Installed,/
www asaptelecom us 406-8515
STATISTICAL Data Processing
survey tabs. charts. tables
using
testing
significance
SPSS Vince I 408) 356-7895

_ATIONAI, / AGENCY RAM; (’AI.I. 408-924-3277
_FOR N
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SHARED HOUSING

ROOM IN NICE OUIET HOME.
Berryessa FREE DSL Cable
Frage No Sm Drug $530 mo
$350 dep 408-729-0403

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22

23

ACROSS
Trophy winner
Paper measure
Tibetan oxen
Queenly
St - s fire
Face shape
Sports facility
Madonna ex
Chromosome unit
Go-ahead (2 wds )

Secondhand

All ears
24 Poet s eternity
26 Most frugal
30 Kitthen gadgets
34 Snert s master
35 Comply with
36 Space
37 Having the means
38 Large
40 Crusty cheese
41 Zegfeld nickname
42 Zilch
43 Della of pop

49 Pony s gart
50 Upscale cook

53 Archrtect s sketches
Sprawl out
Let borrow
Socrates forum
To be to Brutus
"Now - Bays
Retainers
’Woo West showman
67 Rubbish
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

DOWN

1 Rocky ledge
2 Frau s spouse
3 Screenwr ter
James 4 Horse haw

/
one classification:
Rental Housing
Lost rincl ouurl
Zip cads
AnnouncementS Shared Housing
Real Estate
Campus Clubs
Credit Cards Accepted) Greek Messages _Services

SD

17

Four
Five
Three
Two
Days Days
Days
Days
3 lines
S.5
$7
S9
511
S13
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
One
Day

FRECKIUKV IIIIC91601;
20 consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 . consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 . consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Ciara County advertisers
end 9JSU students, staff ai faculty.
irst line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge ot S3 per word

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF -

vocations or merchandise.

Lost & Found

Address

city a

State

Phone
Send ctieck or money order b: (No
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jona, CA 95192-0140

Events
Volunteers
For Sale

_Health Beauty
Sports Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing

4.1

41

Electronics
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Wanted
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
Employment
All ads are prepaid II No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
Opportunrties
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 921-3277
Rate applies to private party ads only. no discount for oth er persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED
III
In
III
In
III

sds ere offered free as a Service to the campus cOmmunity.

416

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

BOOM OW000 000
MOOR 12001AM OVID
MOMIAW 0001101JUOD
HOD EICIDO
MOMOU
MOM OMODUPU
00100E1 MUM
MOM MOM EIUM
MUM IMMO BOUM
MMEI BP1000 MUM
MOOD MEMO
MOWOOMPI WOUND
DUMB
MUD RIEIN
OHOMMUUDM =BOO
HUD OWCIMEI 000B13
OM MUM DOOM
2s-o2

44 Water-ski gear
46 Like a kilt
48 Debtor s note

JLILIQUILILILILIULIUULILIJULILILILY:11:11:11JULICILIILI
Please check

25 % DISCOUNT
SJSU Student Staff Rate
for private party ads
Such a deal,

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Si

Nlis110

HOME FOR SALE

SO SJ RMS S450 or $350/mo 1 SDI BA MOBILE home 12x44.
incl F only, No smidrrdru. Encl porch. sm yrd. stove. fridg.
ref req Kelly @513-2513 x 6447 $40K obo 408-629-13120 msg

.14

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

The Angels will try un the World
Series saddle for the first time
Saturday when they open at home
against San Francisco or St. Louis. A
picture of Autry, Hollywood’s
"Singing Cowboy" turned-baseball
owner, was hanging throughout the
weekend on a banner behind home
plate and no doubt will be there next
weekend.

inch, 32-ounce Louisville Slugger.
His first homer started the comeback, his second gave Anaheim a
short-lived one-run lead. And then
came his third, a three-run, go-ahead
drive in a 10-run seventh inning
Sunday. The Angels humiliated
those resilient Minnesota Twins 135 to win the AL championship series
in five games.

2002 uneed Featute Syndicate ire

5 Appointment
book
6 Put up a fight
7 Melancholy poem
8 Calcutta nanny
9 West Coast bay
10 Fermented milk

11 Sts
12 WelleS
13
21
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Citizen
Husky vehicle
Part of LAX
Devour
Feather part
Cello player
Casais
Radiant
Charlotte of
"Bananas"
Sapphire
W11tte-plumed
bird
Jack up

39 Mine yteld
40 Maude of TV
42 Where loons roW
43 Take back
45 Long guns
46 Nice -looking
47 Prune
49 Fixed the plane
50 Musical sign
51 Wet down
52 ’So what new’r
54 Engineering toi
55 Composer Stravinsky
56 Suddenly-brigh
star
57 " - bran.
monsieur,"
58 Cummerbund

32
33 Hurry
35 Pasture sound
38 Nation

;

11

12

13
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Some question group’s intentions

continuedfrom page 1
don’t know the whole truth,"
Leizarovits said.
"I heard (the event’s speakers) and
it’s not correct," she said. "We were
there, we were in the arrny and we
know the truth. The way they are talking, it sounds like we are killing innocent people and ruining their homes,
and it s not true."
Shapira said the majority ()lithe houses that have been demolished in the
past year were homes of those involved
in or suporting terrorist activities.
"I thir* that Palestinian people are
really suffering and they have a lot of
financial problems and we should help
them, but rebuilding the houses of
those who have contact with terrorists,
I think is outrageous," he said. "I think
we could take all the money and do
better things for the Palestinian people that really would be toward peace,
and this is not toward peace."
Kane said she lived in a collective settlement called a ’kibbutz" in Israel in
the early 1980s for about two years. She
said she believes the Israeli govenunent
is using the house demolitions as part of
a policy to move out the Palestinians.
It’s been a policy since prior to
1948. It’s a Zionist policy. The majority of the Palestinian people are not
involved in terrorism," Kane said.
Helper, a Jewish-American now living
in Israel, is the coordinator of the Israeli
Committee
Against
House
Detnolitions (ICAM), a six-year-old
organization of Israeli peace activists.
Halper said that ICAHD works as a
resistance movement by trying to prevent future demolitions as well as
rebuilding destroyed Palestinian homes.
"Our committee against house demolitions is a coalition of a large number
of Israelis concerned with human
rights that have decided that this is
one issue we want to take off the
ground in order to resist the demolition," Helper said.
_

ANTHONY REGINATO ’ DAILY STUFF

Dor Shapira, an exchange student from Israel, argues with S1SU student Ellen Kane about the topics raised during the forum.
Shawamreh, Palestinian living in
Israel, said his house was bulldozed
because the Israeli govemment said it
had been built without permits. He
also said that the government repeatedly refused to issue a permit to him
so he built the house without one.
Shawamreh’s house has been rebuilt
and demolished three times, he said.
Each time it was destroyed he was
given the same reason by the Israeli
govemment no permit.
He said he and his family were given
only 15 minutes to remove their
belongings from their home before the
bulldozer began its destruction.
"Our whole campaign is based upon a
hope for a thousand house parties
throughout the world. We took a page
out oldie book of the land mines campaign. That’s how the land mines cam’ worked. The land mine campaign
Princess Diana. The house demolition issue has Salim and I," Helper said.
A video was shown to the event’s

audience and featured a rubble-strewn
backdrop with Halper, Shawamreh and
others sharing personal experiences. It
showed groups of people clearing
debris and assembling a new structiut.
About 1,200 Palestinian homes were
destroyed in March and April 2002,
the video said.
The campaign wants to draw. attention to the issue and simultaneously
raise money to help rebuild 20 to 30
houses, Halper said. According to the
campaign progress report on the
Rebuilding Homes Web site, two
homes are currently under construction.
"Every Friday and Saturday, for
weeks, sometimes dozens or hundreds
of Israelis join Palestinians to rebuild
the house. We eat together, the kids
come out. We have lcids that have only
seen Israelis as soldiers and are very
traumatized by Israelis," Helper said.
"So it’s a joint Palestinian/Israeli
active resistance, an act of solidarity,"
he said.

Report: Davis appointees give
$12 million to his campaign
Nearly
LOS ANGELES (AP)
one-fifth of the $64 million Gov.
for
his
re-elecGray Davis has raised
tion has been donated by people he
appointed to state hoards and commissions, according to a report published Sunday.
At least 75 of the roughly 140
boards with statewide authority
include at least one Davis donor,
while many have a majority who are
contributors and some are filled
exclusively with political donors,
according to a Los Angeles Times
analysis of campaign finance
records.
More than 240 Davis appointees
have donated directly or through
spouses, close business associates
and corporate and union employers. In several cases, appointees
have given Davis money within
weeks or days of receiving their
new post. In some cases, donations
were reported on the same day
Davis made the appointments, the
Times reported.
"It shouldn’t come as a surprise that
people who are active in politics are
going to want to serve on boards and
commissions," said Davis campaign
spokesman Roger Salazar.
He dismissed questions about the
timing of campaign checks and
appointments. "It s making a connection that doesn’t exist," he said.
Several Davis appointees said making contributions helped them to get
noticed by the govemor.
"If you’re someone who has been
financially supportive, they know who
you are," said Norm Pattiz, who was
named to the Board of Regents last
October. "It’s that simple."
Most of the appointees get little or

Six Palestinians killed in scattered
violence; U.S. criticizes Israel
BEIT JALLA, West Bank (AP)
A Palestinian militant, whose clan has
Iren ,targeted previously by Israeli
security forces, was killed Sunday
when a public telephone eicploded in
his hand one of six Palestinians to
die in a day of violence, Palestinians
said.
Mohammed Shtewie Abayat was
speaking on the phone just outside
the Beit Jalla Hospital near the West
Bank city of Bethlehem when it
blew up, killing him instantly,
according to doctors. Relatives said
he belonged to a militia linked to
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat’s
Fatah movement.
Palestinians blamed Israel, as they
have when two other members of the
Abayat clan were ldlled over the past
two years. The Israeli military
declined to comment. There were
concerns that the killing of Abayat
could lead some Palestinians to seek
retaliation.
In
other
violence
Sunday,
Palestinians said a 4-year-old boy was
fatally shot during what the Israeli
army described as a firefight when
troops entered the Rafah refugee
camp to search for weapons smuggling tunnels in the southem Gaza
Strip.
Also, the U.S. Ambassador to Israel,
Daniel Kurtzer, sent a strongly worded message to Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon’s office over the weekend, saying Israel had not met promises to
ease tough restrictions imposed on
the Palestinians, 2 diplomatic source
said.
The move comes as Sharon prepared
to depart for the United States on
Monday in advance of a Wednesday
meeting with President Bush at the
VVInte House.
The Bush administration has
strongly supported Israel in the
Mideast conffict, especially in recent
months.
However, Kurtzer’s letter called
for Israel to ease its military grip on
the West Bank Palestinian cities it
occupied after suicide bombings in
June, allow Palestinians greater
freedom of movement and turn over
withheld taxes that Israel collected
on behalf of the Palestinians,
according to the diplomatic source
and Israeli newspapers.
Israel’s Cabinet on Sunday discussed
the possibility of removing some military blockades in and around
Palestinian areas and handing over the
tax money.
Cabinet Secretary Gideon Saar said
no decision was taken, and Israel’s
response would depend on cessation
of Palestinian attacks. He said the
subject would be on the agenda when
Sharon and Bush meet.

BUY 1 GET 1

for 59.
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In Beitlla, Abayat’s brother
Mousse said the two had brought
their mother to the hospital and 28year-old Mohammed went outside to
use the public telephone. He "started
to speak on it and it suddenly blew up.
Parts of his body were everywhere,"
Moussa Abayat said.
"I believe it is an assassination of my
brother," he said, adding that his
brother was a member of the Al Aqsa
Martyrs Brigade, which is linked to
Arafat’s Fatah movement.
Israel has carried out dozens of targeted killings against militants suspected of violence against Israelis.
Israel has acknowledged carrying out
many attacks, though in some cases, it
has refused to confirm or deny
involvement.
One member of the Abayat clan in
Bethlehem, Atef Abayat, died when
his car exploded in October 2001.
Another, Hussein Abayat, was killed
in an Israeli rocket attack in
November 2000. Israeli accused both
men of killing Israelis.
A number of Palestinian militants
have been killed by exploding telephones in recent years.
In the most prominent case, an
exploding mobile phone killed Yehia
Ayash, chief bombmaker for the
Islamic group Hamas, on Jan. 5, 1996.
Israel never claimed responsibility.
Meanwhile, Israeli soldiers on
Sunday killed two armed men who
crossed into southern Israel from
Egypt, said the commander of Israeli
forces in the Gaza Strip, Brig. Gen.
Israel Ziv. Three soldiers were wound-

ed in a g.unfight that broke out, he
added. The Ahmed Abu al-Rish
Brigades, an offshoot of the. Fatah
movement, claimed responsibility for
the infiltration.
Not far away, in the southern Gaza
Strip, amiy troops entered the Rafah
refugee camp to search for tunnels and
clashes broke out that left two
Palestinians dead, including the 4year-old boy, Tawfik Hussan Bereka.
Twenty-eight were wounded.
Palestinians said the soldiers blew up
five houses. ’The army said one house
was blown up but other houses were
damaged when the army destroyed
tunnels. The army said it fired on
Palestinians after militants shot at
troops and threw grenades.
Moussa Bereka, a relative of the
dead boy, said the 60 people in his
extended family ran from the house
in their pajamas. The boy was
wounded as they ran and died later at
the hospital. "They did not even give
us one minute to evacuate our
belongings or to leave safely," Bereka
said.
The Israeli commander, Ziv, said the
troops entered the camp shortly after
midnight and no houses were blown
up until ahnost 5 a.m.
The occupants were given at least
35 minutes to get out of the house," he
told The Associated Press.
In the West Bank, Palestinians said
troops killed a 56-year-old woman
and wounded two other women. The
women were taking a side road to
evade an Israeli roadblock near the
town of Jenin when soldiers opened
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fire on their car, witnesses said. The
military said it was checking the
reP9rt
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QandAcafe - Info to Go
Got a questioni Get an answer at the
QandAcafe, the SISU Library’s new 24.v online
reference service. Go to the SfSU Library home
page (http://library.sjsu.edu) and click on the
QandAcafe link. No special software required.
See you at the QandArafe!
SJSU Libraries http://library sjsu.edu 408-924 2700

Free for SJSU students
Unlimited access to VTA bus and light rail
services with validated Tower Card ID
Service for faculty and staff: S25/6 months
Free ADA paratransit service

Box Lunch to Go
Catering Available
Ife. deliver to "Esplanade"

We accept: VISA MC AMEX DIS
131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street

SJSU Carpool

mac

Share driving
Make new friends
Preferred parking at 7th St. Garage
Carpool match with S1SU students,
facuhy and staff

salon
www.macsalon.com

48 south first st.
san jose, ca 95113
408.287.2294

live reference

Transit Access
Program

FOOD TO GO

15% off all products and services for students
Call for appointment.

a

Visit Associated Students
Transportation Solutions
for alternatives to
driving alone!

Chinese Cuisine

VIRCV=
294-3303 or 998-9427

appointees last month after Davis
canceled a fund-raiser at the home of
Authority
Rail
High-Speed
Chairman and Davis appointee Rod
Diridon. The fund-raiser was to be
held a day after the governor signed
a bill that put a 110 billion highspeed rail bond measure on the 2004
ballot.
Simon called the circumstances
"unethical and beneath the dignity of
the office of governor of California."
And earlier this year, Davis fired an
aide for accepting 825,000 on the
governor’s behalf from a lobbyist for
Oracle Corp., days after the administration signed a software contract
with the company. At the time, Davis
released an internal policy that bars
aides from political fund-raising.
Salazar said the policy applies only
to paid full-time aides such as his
Cabinet officers, agency chiefs and
not
department directors
appointees who serve part-time in
largely unpaid positions.
"People have a constitutional right
to participate in the civic process,"
Salazar said. "This is all line-drawing.
It gets into the touchy issue of how far
can you go without violating constitutional rights."

Get to class on time...
for a change.

a21212214a12araet21212.1,

Mandann e:e Szrchuan Cuisine
Lunch and Ihnner
Open Dealv doted Suralin

no pay, but the positions can provide
prestige within their fields. In addition, part-time board members help
oversee state agencies and departments, and many cast votes affecting
how tax money gets spent. Some also
decide which companies are awarded
state contracts.
"It’s dynamite," said Hollywood
nightclub owner Gene La Pietra, a
former parks commissioner who
gave 880,000 to the governor this
year.
"You get access," he said. "You get
things done.... It is a prestige booster,
no question."
Although there is no estimate of the
donations given to past govemors by
their appointees, Davis has received a
substantial amount more from the UC
Regents than former Gov. Pete
Wilson.
Wilson received 8138,700 during his
first term from six of the 13 people he
nominated for the board. Davis’
appointees have donated nearly 10
times that sum, or 81.3 million, either
directly or through affiliated companies,
during his first term, the Times said.
Republican gubernatorial candidate Bill Simon Jr. seized on the
connection between donations and

alb
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11 TRANSPORT4TION
SOLUTIONS

www.ts.sjsu.edu
408 924 RIDE
tswas.sjsu.edu
located on the Main Floor
of the Student Union

Bicycle Enclosures

GVDI

Five locations on campus
Guaranteed free parking space
Added security for your bike
Exercise by biking to S1SU
Get access key at
Transportation Solutions Center

A

